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The Commission on
Undergraduate
Education in
The Biological Sciences
When colleagues find that I am a
member of the Commission on Undergraduate Education in the Biological
Sciences (CUEBS) they invariably
have one or more questions about the
organization. How did it all start? Is
anything happening? Where will it
all end? The purpose of this paper is
to assess these questions.
1

Such organizations as CUEBS do
not arise spontaneously; men form
them, men with ideas and men with
great concern. Thomas Hall, the Commission's first chairman and James
Ebert, then AIBS President, were two
such men. They set the wheels in
motion and obtained the grant to
sponsor the initial gatherings of men
who formed the first roster of commissioners.
The cause for organization stemmed from the cause in our science;
simply stated: undergraduate teaching in biology does not reflect the
state of our science. How did this
happen? At my own university 100
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years ago, we had a professor of Natural Philosophy who taught Botany,
Zoology, Geology and Constitutional
Law. Only one generation ago another
professor was a leading scholar in
grassland ecology, molluscan taxonomy and Pleistocene stratigraphy.
From an all-embracing science, our
discipline has fragmented into hundreds of specific areas. In some large
universities today, members of the
biological science departments or divisions do not know each other. With
such diversification in our field, how
can we teach undergraduates in all of
them?
A compounding complication has
been the result of the investigative
burst since the end of World War II.
A great part of this burst came from
new technologies of the times. Surplus osciloscopes must have flooded
our laboratories! New physical tools,
including the electron microscope, a
host of new chemical analytical tools,
and new ways of viewing living material, produed what many have called the revolution in biology as opposed to previous evolution.
This revolution, this great crea'Some of these comments stem from a talk to a
conference on Curriculum Planning at Kimsas in
December, 1966; they are personal views .
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tive activity, came at the level of our now may spend his time in a chemleast understanding, the cellular and ical laboratory or at the console of a
molecular levels. Many of you recall computer. Morphogenesis and behavthe time when protoplasm was de- ior have emerged with new vigor
scribed as being granular, reticular, and compounding amounts of information. All of these are part of the
or alveolar, and now we have organNew Biology as well. It is striking
elle morphology! Cell contents and that the more exciting discoveries
activity were concerns for massive in- have been from cross-disciplines.
vestigation. This has come to mean Breakthroughs in one field came from
the "New Biology".
the laboratories of other fields; histBut other segments of our science ologists became chemists, and phyare also very new. Natural history sicists became geneticists.
became dignified as ecology, a field
Of course the New Biology is not
now enjoying a burst of activity. The actually unique; imagine the New
study of evolution has become the Biology of Huxley in the years after
"modern synthesis". A taxonomist Darwin or the ferment in our science

These children are using force measures to find out about equilibrium. They

are in the junior high school at Williamsburg, Iowa. The students, (clockwise) are
Linda Dougherty, Jo Ann Collingwood, Mike Malloy, Marian Giles, and David Engel.
The Williamsburg Schools are cooperating with the Florida State Curriculum Project, which is developing new teaching materials for junior high science programs.
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as physiology and genetics burst into
fashion in the early part of this century. Yet we are now in a special time
of explosive creativity in biology. And
here is the dilemma for the educator.
Our curriculum has not changed with
our science. Policy makers had their
training prior to this explosion ; only
a relatively small number have been
able to keep abreast. This is what led
to CUEBS.
The first meetings of the Commis·
sion were chaotic; as in any investigation , the initial phases were those of
muddled confusion. We sat around
tables looking at each other and asking what we could possibly do as a
group. This was a distinguished group
of fine minds, and ideas came rapidly
if unsorted. We first had to agree on
what undergraduate education ought
to be before we probed the methods
of accomplishment.
We quickly agreed that we would
not w ish to see young people educated
in ou r own image, in the way we were
trained. Could we at least teach contemporary biology and if possible
educate for the future. This would involve attitude about enquiry as well
as the nature of curriculum. We also
agreed that biology had in a sense,
" split itself together". We saw a new
cohesion particularly at the cell and
population levels. An old idea, the
levels of organization inherent in our
subject, was seen as a pervasive heuristic concept which fostered this new
commonality in biology. \Ve noted
that one sees a geneticist of fruit flie&.
of bacteria, of fungi, as well as cytolo.gists, biochemists, and physicists
meeting in a common scientific goal.
But, what a Commission might do
to improve the education of under-
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graduate biologists was a more ephemeral task. Something should be
done. What? We did quickly agree on
what should not be done. We should
in no way prescribe; we were unwilling to stamp one course as officially approved and another not. An•~ we
were wary of publishing our dP.li vcrations as a paper for distribution to
10,000 wastebaskets; this sort of thing
had happened in the past. We did
finally agree that the Commission
could do three important jobs: 1. explore the problem 2. involve the entire biological guild in the dialectic,
and 3. communicate the notion,,; generated to the biological educators.
With aims and attack at least generally defined, the Commission went
on to cite the specific problems, problems that needed exploration and
hopefully remedial action. We saw
flaws in our introductory biology
courses, in the undergraduate curriculum, in pedagogy itself, ie. in laboratories, texts etc., in our facilities,
in our examinations, and in training
of special groups, such as: teachers at
different levels, pre-meds, pre-dents,
agriculture students, and nurses. We
proposed that special panels be established by the Commission to explore
these problems.
It was seen early that we would
not work in a vacuum, but rather,
would need to identify those schools
where the problems had been anticipated and attacked. Not surprisingly
we found a number of universities
with prestige, money, and top level
staff where things were happening
these invluded Chicago, Stanford,
Berkeley, Harvard, Yale, Johns Hopkins and Purdue, among others. We
met with men from these loci of ac-
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tivity, saw their individual problems
and solutions and saw the many common problems and solutions. The role
of data gathering had begun; this was
to become a prime commission role.
To involve large numbers of biologists, a second aim, several regional
conferences were planned and held.
Now, many hundreds of biologists experienced the Commission's flounderings, but had some notions and directions before them. The role of involvement was being fulfilled. Our
third aim, communication, was a more
vexing problem.
Dissemination of information could
not be done by a commission of men
scattered across the nation; an establishment was needed. Not without
trepidation, a national office and a
staff were deemed necessary. It was
decided that these should be in Washington, D. C. to be in the center of
governmental activity. The Commission of 24 men meets there twice a
year to review activities and make
policy. It has a chairmen and executive committee elected from its membership. The Commission maintains
a full time director and a staff of biologists in the Washington office. Commissioners serve three year, staggered, terms; elections are made from
nominations by several national professional organizations.
The national office has grown;
staff has enlarged; the rooms are filled with secretaries and activity. The
mailing list grows and is now at
10,000 names. CUEBS News Vol. II
No. 6, 1966, was distributed to over
40,000 biologists, educators, and administrators. After two years, the
Commission is at work to fulfill those
fundamental roles of data gathering,
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communication, and the stimulation
of the personal involvement of thousands of biologists in the betterment
of their science and their craft.
Has anything come of all this? I
certainly detect a nation-wide surge
of concern and activity. People are
becoming involved. Many regions or
states have held conferences to share
problems and solutions; these have
resulted in increased communication
and ferment. At the national level,
CUEBS has published and will publish many more papers for extensive
distribution. The data gathering activites have not yet had an impact
however. This facet of the Commission's activities is now at the fruitful
stage of publication. In Bio-Science
and in CUEBS News, several papers
have analyzed problems and presented ideas on pedagogy and curriculum.
Many panels, established with specific data gathering charges, are now
ready to publish their findings. These
panels and activities are briefly noted
below. The soul-searching and confusion are omitted!
1. The Undergraduate Major Curriculum panel will publish a paper
shortly. Detailed computer analysis of
curriculum from selected institutions
will reveal some models; these will be
examples rather than prescriptions.
2. The panel on Biology in Liberal
Education will publish a paper stemming from a colloquium where these
special problems were imaginatively
dissected. Several texts and new
course designs will come from members of that colloquium.
3. A panel on Instructional Personnel has had concern for pedagogy,
continuing training, and text problems. They have been active particu-
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larly in fostering in-service institute
programs.
4. Preprofessional training in medical sciences has had a group at work
gathering data from undergraduate
institutions and professional schools
and will publish these data w ith their
analysis of the problems.
5. The panel on Preprofessional
Training in the Agricultural Sciences
has completed its survey and deliber ations. They have been in close contact w ith the n ational professional organizations and will publish their
position paper shortly.
6. Prep aration of secondary teachers has h ad a panel attacking this
ur gen t problem. It will have its analysis and suggestions soon. The BSCS
group has been in close contact with
CUEBS in t his area.
7. The panel on Instructional Method s and Materials has evolved a notion about a center for biological education w hich could become a tremendous innovation for service to our
profession. Such a center would, after
its bir th, become independent of the
p arent.
8. A panel on testing is about to
publish a compendium of over 1,000
evalu ated examination questions.
These could be a great aid to all of
us, again , as models rat her t han panacea.
9. Biological facilities and building
problems were posed t o a panel which
has already published a packet of valu able information on equipment and
architectural notions.
10. The growing problem of articulation between t wo and four year colleges prompted a r ecently formed
panel which has now begun its fact
finding chore. They are necessarily in
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close contact with the commissions of
other sciences in their attack on a
common problem.
11. The Commission has by now
become thoroughly acquainted with
the work of the sister commissions of
the other sciences, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, and Geology. Many
joint conferences have led to idea
sh aring and more understanding than
might have been anticipated.
12. A group of consultants have
been named to be available to any
department that wishes an outside
review of its program of physical facilities. The colleges already visited
have been generally enthusiastic and
one suspects that this role of CUEBS
may grow.
The tasks of these panels were different and so the degree of success to
date. Some problems exploded into
many; some problems were more recalcitrant to analysis than others. A
few groups have reached diminishing
returns and are disbanding; others
have tremendous work ahead.
If anyone is so ingenuous as to
believe that CUEBS could solve the
problems of biology education in three
years, or ever, they must surely be
disillusioned. From what has been
presented hel"e, one may judge to
what extent the problems have at
least been recognized and attacked.
The aims of the Commission were prescribed and limited. I feel that a considerable success has been achieved
in data gathering, involvement of biologists, and in communication. The
next year should see considerably
more.
The question of the future of CUEBS is not clear in detail. The Commission has assumed self-liquidation;
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biologists do not want to perpetuate a
bureaucracy. Before it dies, will the
Commission drop its dictum of nonprescription? We hope not. Who has
the wisdom or perhaps stupidity to
claim omniscience? Yet, without assumming noblesse oblige, is it possible
that CUEBS does owe many institutions more guidance? How many of
the two thousand colleges have staffs
of outstanding biologists or educators?
In how many do those with ideas have
the free time, money and facilities to
implement those ideas? The Commission faces these questions; it has not
solved them.
The brain-children of the Commission--published papers, i n s t i tu tes,
centers of materials and methods, con-

sultant bureaus-may survive the
parent. Perhaps AIBS can continue
on a models scale to keep the yeast
fermenting. And another generation
will certainly be faced with new problems, the old problems in new guise,
and with new suggestions for remedy
which might include CUEBS II.
At no time in the future can we
afford the research-teaching gap to
reestablish. The scientist's invoilvement in teaching is as vital as the
teacher's involvement in science; may
we hope that they be actually the
same organism.
Commission Address:
CUEBS
1717 Massachusetts Ave. NW Suite 403
Washington, D.C. 20036

SOLD! Another Demonstration Desk
The demonstration desk in the science classroom is an expensive
tradition that needs to be re--€valuated. In all of the curriculum changes
and plans, all of the "alphabet sciences", and all of the classroom and
laboratory plans, no one has yet suggested that the way to get the teacher
out into the class for individual instruction is to remove the Demonstration
Desk from the classroom; and allow this wasteful space to be taken over
by regular much less expensive, student laboratory tables.
Teachers who need demonstration desks to hide behind do not belong
in and are not instructors of science in the laboratory or individual instruction science. Science instructors should be out in their classrooms, involved
with their students. Teachers may find this more work at first but surely
class attitude towards science for each individual will improve; primarily
because each student will be taught as an individual. This is an impossibility
for the demonstration-lecture teacher, but not for the laboratory-concept
science instructor. Of course, that big monstrosity at the front of the room
could be turned over to the students, if it must be kept.
J AMES HUNGERFORD
Marshalltown, Iowa

